
February 2, 2022 
 
To: All MAYLA Member Programs 
 
Dear Program Administrators: 
 
MAYLA has received requests for clarification regarding its position on so-called “in-season tournaments” (i.e., 
tournaments scheduled for dates on which MAYLA games are to be scheduled).  The concern presented to MAYLA is 
that in-season tournaments directly affect Member Programs and their teams. 
 
The MAYLA Program Guideline Manual includes requirements for Member Programs intending to participate in the 
upcoming season.  The Manual states, among other things, that “to encourage good member program behavior and to 
protect those teams that have followed MAYLA’s mission and spirit of the league … [p]rograms have to respect the 
published schedule and make honoring the schedule a priority over all other lacrosse interests.”  MAYLA’s season typically 
begins in April and extends into June, with certain dates traditionally held open (e.g., Mothers’ Day and Memorial Day 
Weekend).  MAYLA does not schedule games on dates held open.  The League Commissioner creates the MAYLA 
schedule intending to provide Member Programs’ teams with as many games against different opponents as possible.  
Member Programs expect their teams to be able to play full schedules against a wide variety of opponents.   
 
If one or more of a Member Program’s teams host or participate in an in-season tournament, that directly and materially 
impacts other Member Programs’ teams.  For illustration, if a Member Program’s team is included in the MAYLA schedule 
but chooses to participate in an in-season tournament, it may cancel or seek to reschedule its game with its originally-
scheduled opponent.  The originally-scheduled opponent may lose the opportunity to play a game – or it may need to 
coordinate with their recreation department, parents, and players in an attempt to reschedule.  (Further, teams rescheduling 
a game must coordinate with officials.)  Accordingly, MAYLA requires its Member Programs (and, by extension, their 
teams) to “respect the published schedule and make honoring the schedule a priority over all other lacrosse interests.”  In 
no uncertain terms, MAYLA’s position is that its Member Programs (and, by extension, their teams) must not host or 
participate in an in-season tournament.  Further, MAYLA does not recognize tournament games between MAYLA 
Member Programs’ teams as MAYLA games. 
 
Member Programs would be well served to appreciate the downstream effects of one or more of their teams hosting or 
participating in an in-season tournament.  When programs apply for or renew their membership, they must complete and 
submit a Membership Declaration Form to MAYLA; it is a requirement for participation in the upcoming season.  When 
completing the Form, the applicant agrees to the conditions of membership, including but not limited to: “abid[ing] by all 
MAYLA policies and procedures contained within the MAYLA Program Guideline Manual.”  (Again, the requirement to 
“respect the published schedule and make honoring the schedule a priority over all other lacrosse interests” is included in 
the MAYLA Program Guideline Manual.)  The applicant acknowledges that “[the] [f]ailure to abide by all policies and 
procedures as outlined in the MAYLA Program Guideline Manual, may result in sanctions or other actions taken by the 
MAYLA Board of Directors.” 
 
MAYLA maintains disciplinary procedures for operational deficiencies including but not limited to “[n]ot honoring the 
game schedule” and “[the] [f]ailure to make honoring the schedule a priority over all other lacrosse interests.”  However, 
MAYLA encourages Member Programs to consider alternatives to their teams hosting and participating in an in-season 
tournament.  (For example, a tournament could be scheduled for a date on which no MAYLA games are to be 
scheduled.)  And, in certain instances, programs may be well served to consider whether membership is appropriate 
given their objectives and expectations. 
 
This letter does not create new or additional requirements for Member Programs; rather, it explains an existing 
requirement and how it applies to particular circumstances.  Please contact the MAYLA Board of Directors or the 
League Commissioner with questions. 
 
Thank you for your time and attention to this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
MAYLA Board of Directors 


